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atmosphere of 'Go-
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at least not 
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 countries.  
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publicat
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said 
subscriptions as 
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 OF SIGMA 
CHI - 
Recently  
crowned as the 
"Sweetheart"
 WdS SUC 
Alpha Phi, at the annual 
Sweetheart  Brill at the 
La Playa  Hotel in Carmel. Sue is 18 and an 
elementary 
education  major from West Los 






 Dianne Britton, Sandy Merril, Jan 
Schreyer and Laurie
 Vann. Also 
honored was 
Arlene D'Arcy, the Sweetheart for 1963.
 Pic-
tured
 I. to r., are two 
unidentified
 
Sigma  Chi's 
Dianne  Britton, 
Sue  Wall, Arlene
 D'Arcy, Chuck 
Grebmeier, 
president  of Sigma Chi; 
and Sandy 
Merrill. 
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S11,000 Honda? 







. . and got.. IpSer 11/711 
mile. per hollf. yott Might
 ally, it% .trictly 
for racing . . . you couldn't
 liny one esim 
you hail the 
desire  and the  .y. 
You might ask 











Honda to bring you
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""I " 
t .1.10111 meters, T   T i 
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Schmidt
 the
 pitcher of 
record. Sin-
gles 
by'  'ton Lindeman and Itadati 
and Ilis best Ilnitv t" Mo. Still be making Ins 
for the
  
th t   
delorlt, atter %%inning at Fresno 
Tomlin each accounted for tw; 
non. Larr) 11.eFall has 
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team.  ,1,, it,. 
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'ill\  lllfr.  
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Sri   1 alloWesi a fourth lu-
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iist ot 
the  gatne, alloW111114 
tiiI. The Spartans crossed
 
the plate with the 
elincher  in 
the 
bottom  of the sisth.
 Date 
Mettler, Schmidt
 and Dan Van 
Hogaert
 filled the bases, setting 
the stage for Lindeman's
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mural track and field 
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1-111I'l 
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Entry 
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N.\ 
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ed for home runs in the
 win. The 
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retained  their 
undc-
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overwhelm  t he 
2.1' ,taider 
"B" team, 11-2. Bob Phil -
laps struck out eight batters
 in the 
victory. Phi Sigma  Kappa No. 2 
topped 






beating  the Ho-Dads, T-.! 
Altar(' dropped 






 a home 
run.  The 
Beavers  heat 
the 
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Tarshall was the whole story. mr 
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